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South Africa is in a mandatory 
21-day lockdown from 

Fri, 27 March until Thurs, 16 April

Our teams are working remotely and are available for virtual meetings and

calls, as well as to assist you with specifying and quoting on any projects.

Should you need assistance during this time, kindly email info@impro.net

or make use of our live chat service on the web site.
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Time to
upgrade?
We normally upgrade our mobile

phones every two years, but many of

our existing access control sites are over

ten years old (we make them to last!).

If you don't want new technologies or

improved security, that’s okay, hold off

on upgrading. 

But if you’re wanting to ensure you have

the highest security, increased

convenience and features that will meet

your needs today and tomorrow - it’s

time to begin the upgrade journey.

Greater security

Operational efficiencies

Increased usability

Support for new technologies

Migrating to Access Portal eliminates

the vulnerabilities of legacy systems,

whilst enabling you to take advantage

of new technologies and features this

class-leading software unleashes.

Access Portal’s dynamic access control

technology provides many benefits over

the older, more static ones, such as:



Easier installation: as Access Portal is a

true web-based solution, there's no need

to upgrade each PC and user.  Rolling

out software updates is also quick and

easy.

Centralised control: Access Portal has a

single server, versus a per-site

architecture. This improves security as it

removes the risk standalone devices on

multiple sites.

Mobility: due to the web interface, you

can access the Access Portal system

through your mobile phone, tablet or

similar, making it highly convenient.

Add in our migration tools which make the

upgrade simpler and easier than ever before

and, if using an existing Impro system, the

potential of no expensive rip-and-replace of

hardware.

Upgrading from IXP

If you're upgrading from an IXP system, there

are a few key features that you'll immediately

enjoy with Access Portal:

Upgrading
unleashes
constantly

evolving new
features

Learn more about the benefits of migrating

from IXP400i, or download our eBook

www.impro.net/upgrade



Giles Calenborne has joined Impro

Technologies as the new managing director,

based at the head office in Durban.

Calenborne brings a wealth of experience in

the IT sector, having worked for Microsoft in

the UK before returning to South Africa in

2007 to head up a division of Sithabile

Technology. 

More recently, Calenborne was the sales and

marketing director for the electronic security

company IDS, also based on the east coast of

South Africa.

In addition to his industry experience,

Calenborne brings strong knowledge of the

channel business both in South Africa and

globally. 

“A key focus will be on unlocking the existing

networks and building new opportunities to

further grow our market presence,” said

Calenborne.

A key area of this growth will be in

international markets. “As a member of the

global ASSA ABLOY group, we are able to

rapidly adopt new technologies which will

ensure our relevance in international markets

where technology and convenience must

seamlessly converge,” said Calenborne.

Calenborne explained another area for

strong growth is within the African

continent.  “Impro has already established a

base in both Kenya and Nigeria, and we’ll be

looking to expand throughout the region in

2020. 

"Africa has an enormous untapped potential,

but it requires an unique approach both

from a business perspective, as well as

product. Some countries face infrastructure

challenges, such as power dips or outages,

and our products need to accommodate this.

“I also think cellular technology provides an

opportunity for leap-frog technologies in our

industry – we’re accustomed to biometrics

on our phone, downloading an app for

almost any need and having our device with

us 24/7. That provides great opportunities

for disrupting the traditional way of doing

things.”

Calenborne will also drive a customer-centric

approach, "The overall experience for our

customers should be exceptional."

MEET THE MD



Access control
in universities
The University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN)

on-boards approximately 9,000 new

students each year across five

campuses. 

The legacy access control system was

suffering from increasingly limited

support, both in terms of hardware and

software, with maintenance becoming a

pressing concern.

During the ‘FeesMustFall’ protest, the

issue of student access control reached 

The system originated from a single

incumbent contractor

The lifespan of the old system was

limited

Annual maintenance was costly

the board level and questions arose

regarding the capabilities of the existing

solution.

Once a due diligence report was

concluded, a number of reasons

became apparent for considering a new

solution. These included:



A lack of integration capabilities

The system was insecureNo encryption

of the access cards was available

It used legacy architectureThere was

difficulty in obtaining system spares

Very few companies in the market were

able to provide or offer assistance when

required, as a result of a small support

base.

A web-based system that could

seamlessly integrate with its ERP system

for automated provisioning and de-

provisioning of staff and students

Cost-effective, durable hardware carrying

a minimum warranty period of three

years

The solution had to be supported by a

large installer base in KwaZulu-Natal

Technical backup from the manufacturer

and supplier of both software and

hardware

IP-based system that was scalable and

supported a centralised data centre

envrionment

Cost effective to deploy, operate,

maintain, manage and scale

Future-proofed in order to ensure

integration with third-party products and

systems, thereby preventing vendor

lock-in occurring

What UKZN wanted was:

The solution

Impro Technologies’ Access Portal solution,

coupled with HID’s R10 readers with next-

generation Seos credential technology,

offered secure open standards and met all

the criteria outlined by UKZN. 

A magstripe was included for students to

utilise other services with one card.

The adoption of new technologies such as

virtual credentials and Mobile Access is also

easily deployed through this solution.

Impro also offered certified training for all

the university’s in-house staff members to

ensure knowledge-sharing and rapid

upskilling on the new system.

The results

The system, which was deployed in a phased

approach to minimise disruption and reduce

deployment costs, currently handles over

200 000 daily transactions and has resulted

in an annual saving of over ZAR3-million for

the university.

Impro’s Access Portal software allows

extensive integrations with third-party

systems, including UKZN’s student

management system, as well as the student

printing solution (follow-me-printing/release

on demand). 

This system uses integrated readers in the

multi-function devices and cash kiosks, so

students can make payments into their

account which are reflected as printing

credits. Students are then able to use any

printer in UKZN and release the document

with their student card.

Access Portal is also the authoritative source

for identity management when issuing and

managing laptops to qualifying students; 



while an integration with Hikvision has

resulted in the deployment of facial

recognition in key areas through the

university.

Another strong feature of Access Portal is

threat-level, which enables the university to

pre-set actions in an emergency. 

For example, all access points can be

immediately locked down, with nobody able

to enter or exit, or all points are opened to

enable evacuation. 

Whatever the choice, it simply takes a mouse

click and it’s done – a critical time saving in

an emergency situation.

However, the real test is the client feedback.

Overall the project was a great success,

having met all objectives well within budget

and timeframe. 

In addition, the university has a solution that

will grow with their needs and enable the

adoption of new technologies long into the

future.

"The project

has been hailed
a success

throughout the
university"



Access in a Box provides all the

equipment you need to setup a small

access control solution – simply add

your cabling and locking accessories,

and you’re ready to go.

The system is ideal for small to medium

businesses wanting additional security

and convenience, with the added

benefit of being able to quickly scale as

your business grows.

Another great benefit is you're able to

access your system from a web browser

24 hours a day - as long as you have an

internet connection, you can use your

smartphone, table or computer, and

manage everything remotely.

Increases security by removing the

risk of lost or copied keys

Comes standard with ten languages,

off the shelf

The controller has free embedded

software and can manage up to 16

doors 

Two variants are available - standard

Wiegand, or S-Series for additional

anti-cloning protection

Includes pre-wired metal housing,

switch mode power supply and

space for an optional 7AH battery.

Features of Access in a Box:

For more information, visit our web site

 www.impro.net/box

Designed for real world performance
In these times of uncertainty, the HID

RB25F biometric reader gives you the

option of operating the device as a

fingerprint reader, or as a credential

reader - with either traditional cards, or

the class-leading Mobile Access for

credentials on your mobile phone.

Of course, it's also seamlessly integrated

with Impro's Access Portal for one of the

most powerful solutions for today, and

tomorrow.

Looking for a touchless solution? Find

out more at www.impro.net/touch

Reliable: works with anyone,

anytime, anywhere

Secure: supports breakthrough Seos

technology for multi-layered

authentication between card and

reader, while protecting against fake

and spoof fingerprints

Powerful: new platform can match

fingerprints in less than a second.

Robust: designed for indoor or

outdoor use

Flexible: multiple interface options

for various system architectures

Key benefits:

Access in a Box is your one-stop solution



Feel free to reach out to us with your ideas,

comments and suggestions. We always welcome

feedback:

Email:     info@impro.net

Call:        08600 IMPRO (+27 31 717 0700)

Chat:      live on our web site

We're also on Facebook, LinkedIn and YouTube, so

head over and follow us for the latest news and

updates.

Get in touch


